THE ALL INDIA SPINNERS* ASSOCIATION
removed and that the work should be put on sound business basis.   This is necessary
as a foundation for the further development of the work on proper lines.
The Council has adopted the general policy of running only such centres where
the out-turn is -likely to make the centre pay its own expenses. The provincial
branches are asked to frame their budgets on this basis. It has been, however, not
possible to avoid losses. Pioneer efforts at new centres often in the beginning
involve losses which have necessarily to be incurred. Secondly, some centres have
to be maintained, even though they be losing, in the interest of the movement from
the point of view of general propaganda. Lastly, in some cases it is found difficult
to make accurate estimates of production and sale, and the working results in con-
sequence have varied and sometime widely from the budget estimates. Monthly
returns of work and accounts are received at the central office from every centre,
and every effort is being made to bring about conformity between the estimates
and actual working.
For purposes of internal check, audit and inspection the central office has appoint-
ed an auditing inspector to go round the provinces and report. The inspector
this year visited Karnatak, Punjab, U. P. and Behar and his report drew attention
to many important points, both in the general administration as well as the details
of the work in these provinces.
The Council at its meeting on 25th, 26th and 27th July 1928, by a resolution
requested Sjt. Jerajani of the Bombay Bhandar to inspect the sale bLandars in all
the provinces and make constructive suggestions for improvement wherever necessary.
In pursuance of this resolution Sjt. Jerajani visited U. P. and Behar and made many
important suggestions for the better organisation of sales in these provinces. Sjt.
Mathradas Purshottam at the request of the Head Office went to Karnatak about
July 1928, and greatly helped in reorganising the work of the Karnatak Branch.
One important point of general administration which the Council has adopted
requires to be mentioned.   From   the past working of the  Khadi organisations it
has been found that credit sales have led to considerable  losses which could have
been avoided.   Moreover credit sales lock up an appreciable   part of   the very
limited funds that are at the disposal of khadi and reduce to that extent the effective
investment.   In view of these considerations the Council has by a resolution strictly
enjoined upon all bhandars of the A. I, S. A. not to have any credit tales, whether
by way of retail or wholesale transactions.   Even in the case of registered hawkers,
il has been required that deposit   of cash  should be taken to cover the price of
goods advanced to them.   Some of the provinces felt that this rule might operate
against extension of sales, but wherever it has been   strictly followed  the results
have been wholly good and sales have in no case suffered   permanently.   Tamil
Nad had stopped credit sales at its bhandars even before the rule was adopted.
Kajasthanhas now put this rule into effect.   Other provinces also are   trying to
IbHow suit It is hoped that the public would realise the need for such a rule in the
case of an organisation like the A, I. S. A. which has to function over so large a
field with Very limited finances and would  help khadi depots everywhere strictly
conform to instructions of the Council of the A. I. S. A.
indian states.
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Before concluding the report it is necessary to refer to two other matters. In
thfc previous report reference has been made to the increased interest that is being
evinced by the Indian States in the development of handspinning in their territories.
The most noteworthy instance of such interest is the systematic effort made by the
~~ Government In the last report the opening of a centre of work at Badanval
Mysore Government has been mentioned. This centre has even in the first
results far better than what was anticipted. The Government in view
effort had ^ made provision for some loss in the first year. But there
£& upon tMs provision. Within eight months of the start the number
rose to iooq, and the yarn produced showed progressive im-
i92$y §2 looms had been engaged and 9200 yards
,wB^fa^Jac.tured. The centre is now producing about
"* "'"	Btii and the goods have met with the approval
"Qo-Etoittee.   About half   the   production    af the

